
Game Application Development 
 
The team talked a little bit through the different games we could make and the aspects it 
should have to appeal to the player. We settled that it was a good idea to have a game 
where you didn’t have to devote your time to, so we look at games which didn’t need you 
to keep coming back to and you were free to return to it whenever you wanted, it would 
just be an entertaining pastime. It also had to have relatively short game sessions because 
some people don’t have the time to invest into gaming- meaning something you could play 
on the bus, tube, or waiting for example- short spaces of time to fill in only as long as you 
did. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Narrative development 
We wanted to have a more contemporary game with some humour because studies show 
that’s what people respond to. In order to have a contemporary game our audience would 
be the more recent generations since they will be the main audience that could understand 
the game, it would be something they understand and can relate to.  
With this in mind we wanted something we could work around to make light of without 
offending the people involved with it. We figured the Internet, recent culture and the 
narcissism of social media were good options being both relevant and having good leg 
room to explore. 
Simply put the narratives is you’re a farmer and a fox furry comes to take your beloved 
chicken, you have to chase them through a number of scenarios to get your chicken back. 
In the menu you can change your chicken’s ‘Hello my name is’ name tag. 
 
 
Basic idea we started with 
After the farm the fox escapes into the city, after the city the here was a lab in the city, where all the animal 
experiments happened, then a machine beyond that area can transfers organic matter into the internet, after the 
internet happened it crashes and everything gets illuminati like, they get transferred into a video game (COD) 
they escape and end up in japan, then a giant robot fires them into and old ladies house, where she has a Space 
rocket for some reason and fox uses it to escape and they end up in space, where they get on a planet, after that 
they find a dance club in space, after that they crash onto a planet where chickens reign supreme. fox is 
executed and farmer becomes king of chicken planet and leads an army to take over earth. 

 
Final idea First. 
It’s a peaceful happy day at “Peaceful happy farm” Farmer is doing his daily rounds when he glances over to the chicken 
coop and he meets eyes with one of the chickens’  
Cut scene montage Angry Birds-esque of the the farmer with his chicken in friendly scenarios being good friends to build a 
relationship between the characters and the player to have them later on be motivate to go after their friend- photo booth 
silliness, selfies, drawing on each other asleep, pranks, getting tats, funny texts, scary movies, etc.  
That evening before going to bed, Farmer looks out the window, to gaze upon his kingdom when he see the city just in the 
horizon and sneers at it.  
Cutscene at the end of the day. The farmer and his chicken on the the second floor window silhouetted by the sun looking 
at the sunset. The chicken instagrams the sun. Fade. Next day he can see his chicken being taken from the window they 
were at by a furry. He jumps down from the upper floor and the game begins.  
Cutscene - Fox furry climbs over the farms wall/gate/barrier while Farmer is in hot pursuit, to his dismay farmer see Fox 
furry run into the city, determined to get his chicken back, he clenches his fist and heads on after the fox. Fox runs into a 
science laboratory to find horrible chicken themed spliced animal experiments, Farmer is close behind and is horrified by 
the atrocities and punches a scientist in response. The chase continues.  



The farmer needs help and goes to find chicken senpai so he can learn to out wit the furry and save his friend. so he follows 
the fox to japan. Farmer arrives and is greeted by {Relevant japanese memes and such}.  
Senpai offers him doritos and mountain dew. The farmer eats a dorito and sips the mountain dew. Farmers eyes widen and 
he is suddenly in a COD map where he must endure The War of Children.  
Farmer flashes back to reality and it’s 3 AM. 
The farmer finds a box in front of him which he make an unboxing video about. Inside is a perfectly cut dorito, the center 
opens up to an eye ball. He taken through it to the illuminati which shows him visions in a mirror of The End. He climb 
through it.He end up in a ridiculous world of random references and sliced up photoshop animals and a whole load of other 
nonsense. This world is known as Nek-kihk.  
You reach a mirror that is moving away from you, you fall behind, but a cat lasso comes out through it and snaches you 
through. Waking up you are greeted by a crazy cat lady, there’s a cat on the piano playing a nice sound track. You get 
directions from her to where she last saw the furry and gives you old candy which you eat without question. The apartment 
seems much bigger after the candy and you have to make it out of there.  
In the city you find a poster to an upcoming furry convention where you learn they’re going to break time and space through 
contradictory dress-ceptioning an animal as a furry. You flash back to the guidance of the doritos when they gave you 
visions of cockmageddon. It’s tomorrow. Cutscene of the farmer preparing- getting swoll, correcting grammar in the 
comments section, receiving likes, purposely looking for the slender man, getting hyped and wearing cool socks. Fade. The 
farmer gets to the convention and has to find the booth the furries are at. He gets there just in time as they’re about to dress 
the chicken, but he makes them stop by holding up his phone, on it is a censored bar saying ‘sample text’. All the furries 
seem to be coming to profound epiphanies, they’re so overwhelmed with understanding they begin to leave. But one 
remains, Fox Furry stands chicken in arm, the final showdown is going to begin. 
The chicken is recovered, Farmer lets out a sigh of relief and gives chicken a peck on the cheek and walks away into the 
sunset. But at that moment, fox pulls out his own tortilla chips and energy drink, he consumes both and starts to transform 
into a giant fox with multiple tails. Farmer sees this and begins to run away, Farmers chicken wishes him RIP in peace and 
the final FINAL showdown begins.  
Fox chases Farmer though all the previous stages back to the farm where an army of chickens are waiting, they sound the 
bell of war and charge at fox while Farmer and his chicken just watch. The chickens completely cover him and he begins to 
shrink until he is nothing; Farmer. The next day there is a party at the farm, where all the animals and people from Farmer's 
journey gather to celebrate Farmer getting his Chicken back. The end. 
 
(Farmer changed to Bruce/Bahbra, person who sneaks into the farm at night to speack to animals. Giant amalgamation 

added to lab.)    
Story final 
You’re a guy/girl who loves animals, every night you sneak into the nearby farmland to 
speak with the animals that live there, especially your best friend the chicken. One night as 
you are on your way to see chicken, you notice her pen had been opened, you turn around 
and to your surprise you see a furry holding your dear chicken in his arm, your eyes meet 
and he starts running for the exit.  
The fox runs into a animal splicing laboratory and so you follow. Soon after losing sight of 
the fox the earth begins to shake, and a giant amalgamation of animals begin to chase you.   
After escaping the monster and the lab you have no idea what to do, so you call your friend 
ChickenSenpai for help. He appears before you and presents you with an energy drink and 
a pack of tortillachips, you eat some and take a sip of the drink and are transported onto a 
COD map where an army of children begin to pursue you.  
When reaching the end of the COD map a illuminati triangle rises from the flames, you touch 
the triangle and suddenly wake up in the street with the illuminati triangle is in your hands it 
sucks you inside itself. You are now in the illuminati realm, you see a mirror in the distance 
and begin to head towards it, then the floor begins to break behind you. 
When you reach the mirror you're pulled through and wake up in a house where a lady offers 
you a drink, you drink it and then the house starts to expand and colours start to change, the 
lady starts to merge with her cats and begins to chase you. 
you reach the door and grab the poster that was at the door. The poster is of a furry 
convention that's happening nearby, The furries are gathered around the chicken and are 
getting ready to dress it, you run up to them and display a picture on your phone to them, 



this makes them leave, you run up to the chicken but realise it isn't yours, you look around 
and see that fox furry is watching you with your chicken. 
The chicken is recovered, you lets out a sigh of relief and gives chicken a peck on the cheek 
and walks away into the sunset. But at that moment, fox pulls out his own tortilla chips and 
energy drink, he consumes both and starts to transform into a giant fox with multiple tails. 
you see this and begins to run away,chicken. 
Fox chases you all the way back to the farm where an army of chickens are waiting, they 
sound the bell of war and charge at fox you and chicken just watch. The chickens completely 
cover him and he begins to shrink until he is nothing. The next day there is a party at the 
farm, where all the animals and people from your journey gather to celebrate you getting 
Chicken back. 
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Gameplay mechanics 
We began breaking down games which had our preferred, fun, but simple mechanics such as Jetpack Joyride, Punch Quest, Angry birds, Fruit Ninja, 
Subway Surfers and others. We decided we liked the idea that the screen continuously moves you forward and the further you got the higher your 
points so you can stop whenever you want. 
We however didn’t like how stationary you were in these games with little maneuverability and we wanted some more movement to allow for more 
imaginative, challenging sequences. This means that instead of staying on one side of the screen like most of the games we looked at the player can 
moves around all the spaces visually available to them. 
A frustrating feature of these games was that eventually the space on the screen and the speed at which the challenges came became unfair and you 
need inhuman reaction times to keep up so you would alway terminate your run around the same place you died every time. To counter this as the 
game comes to more difficult speeds there will be a short break in the action and the camera will pull out fair amounts as this happens until eventually 
the camera will be the furthest it can go and you just have to be better at the game to make more distance, it’s fair to the player in this manner. 
There are 2 game types, the story mode which has controlled, unchanging levels and continuous mode which cycles through expanded stages found in 
the campaign and its own environments for that game type not found in story mode. 
Base level gameplay consists of being able to run ahead and back by holding down on the screen the direction you want to travel and double tapping 
for the jump function. 
Alongside the basic functions, in the menu the player can choose 2 secondary functions of their choice to play the game more comfortably according to 
where they think they need help. For example, a second jump, or briefly slow time, or shortly move faster for a half second whenever you retouch the 
screen. These have varying recharge times for when they can be used again. 
You can acquire power ups at random intervals during the game, same as Jetpack Joyride that will speed up the game faster than usual until you are 
no longer in possession of it, they last as long as you stay alive with them. Losing your power up will bring you to the correct speed according to the 
distance covered. Depending on the power up the gameplay mechanics will change and so will challenges. For example getting the hoverboard means 
your movement becomes suddenly very fast with hard to handle grip on the ground, or getting the pop tart switches controls to every time you tap or 
hold down the screen you gain height and move in the direction you tapped, not touching anything just pulls you along the ground. 
After a certain distance you will get alternative paths the player gets the choice to take with different degrees of challenges on each of them and 
different rewards at the end of each one such as collectibles, or faster recharge times for their secondary functions. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- 
Rewrite 
The game starts you at your farm where it initiates your run. At first it’s an easy pace, but as 
you travel greater distances the game will slowly gain speed.  
 
After a certain speed has been met there is a short break in the action and the camera will 
pull out a fair amount to compensate for the reduced reaction time needed to go on. It will 
do this up to two times. After you just have to be better at the game to make more 
distance, it’s fair to the player in this manner. 
 
After a certain distance you will get alternative paths the player gets the choice to take with 
different degrees of challenges on each of them and different rewards at the end of each 



one such as collectibles, or faster recharge times for their secondary functions until 
eventually capping. 
 
The player can maneuver around all the space visually and functionally available to them. 
Base level gameplay consists of being able to run ahead and back by holding down on the 
screen the direction you want to travel and double tapping for the jump function which the 
longer held down the higher the jump to a fixed height. While in the air you can control the 
direction you move by holding down towards the side you want, the farther to the side you 
hold down on the faster you move in the direction you’re touching. Your character is the 
centre point to this function, so the farther from them the faster they move. 
 
Alongside the basic functions, in the menu the player can choose 2 secondary functions of 
their choice from a range of them to play the game more comfortably according to where 
they think they need help. For example, a second jump, or briefly slow time, or shortly 
move faster for a half second whenever you retouch the screen. These have varying 
recharge times for when they can be used again. 
 
You can acquire power ups at random intervals during the game, same as Jetpack Joyride 
that will speed up the game faster than usual until you are no longer in possession of it, 
they last as long as you stay alive with them. Losing your power up will bring you to the 
correct speed according to the distance covered. Depending on the power up the 
gameplay mechanics will change and so will challenges. For example getting the 
hoverboard means your movement becomes suddenly very fast with hard to handle grip 
on the ground, or getting the pop tart switches controls to every time you tap or hold down 
the screen you gain height and move in the direction you tapped, not touching anything 
just pulls you along the ground. 
 
There are 2 game types, the story mode which has controlled, unchanging levels and 
continuous mode which cycles through expanded stages found in the campaign and its 
own environments for that game type not found in story mode. Story mode has the same 
gameplay functions as continuous mode- building speed, camera zooms out and the traps 
are also there, but aesthetically different. Difference is that stages end. 
 
How traps work. Parts of the ground will have fallen through along your run which you will 
need to jump over and onto the next platform. Sections of the ground will randomly begin 
to shake ahead and underneath you, those sections will cave in, you have to look for 
ground that isn’t shaking which will be safe from falling. And other creative challenges will 
come up. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- 



 
Visuals 
The game’s visual narrative is based around the character’s involved in the written 
narrative and the environments as well. 
We looked at visual styles and quite like detailed aesthetics with a visually pleasing colour 
usage, or more prominent colours with a good shading and light style to make the images 
bolder and visually appealing so we wouldn't need as much to do. We looked through 
games which did this and picked out Legend of the Brofist, Scott Pilgrim vs the World: The 
Game, Castle Crashers, Battleblock Theatre and some Nitrome games. Most used three 
to four colours at most for each different colour and it works well so that’s what we’ll do. 
You have to be of an older generation age to be more intimate with bit art, the younger 
generation won’t get nostalgic from it and so can’t appreciate it as much as the more 
mature gamer. A bit style would be too irrelevant to them compared to the highly detailed 
games they’re acquainted to now, they would just think it’s outdated. This meant a smarter 
choice would be line art work instead. 
What people saw should also be what they understand or are familiar with so we got down 
to talking about the environments we could put in place. Exploring our options we thought 
of  armageddon, the hood, an illuminati type area, spliced animal lands, (chicken) senpai- 
japan, space, crazy lady’s apartment with a plethora of cats, COD map, acid trip land, 
parties, raves, conventions, etc. 
The game is 2D. 
The cutscenes are simple, they are four to 5 pictures shown one after another; the pictures 
that show are mostly unanimated but some areas of interest will be animated to bring 
attention to them and to give them more life. The cut scenes will be accompanied by 
sounds that are relevant to the scene.  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- 
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